Olympic College UAV Club – UAV stands for Unmanned Aerial Vehicle. This club’s goal, at some future point, is to break the Guinness world record which is a vehicle that can travel at 440 miles per hour. Their first goal is to simply build a functional UAV. By creating the UAV club, they are hoping to broaden student understanding as well as providing an avenue for students to learn about aeronautics. They are attempting to set small and realistic goals for the club to start out. Way before setting a record, they are looking to participate in the US Airforce competition. Nic motioned to approve this club with Anthony seconding.

Olympic College Electronics Club – The electronics club is separate from the UAV club but will be supplementing that club. This club is geared towards teaching and tutoring students for hobby/professional purposes. Despite overlap with the UAV club and the Networking club, this club is designed specifically for students who want to participate in just the electronics aspect. Originally this club was meant to be combined with the UAV club but there was enough interest in the electronics portion to make its own club. Anthony motioned to approve this club and Susie seconded.
o **Chess Club** – Chess club’s biggest goal is getting people involved. They have already posted flyers to get students attention. They come to the BSC most days to scope out whether students are playing chess with the tables in the lounge. The president has introduced himself to people who he has seen playing. To start off, they intend to play games in the BSC where it is public so they can gain public attention. They will be meeting Thursdays from 12-1 to teach strategies, watch videos of other people playing and to work on skill. Eventually they would like to host a tournament. Nic motioned to approve this club and L’Marie seconded it.

B. Reports of the Associated Students of Olympic College

o **ASOC President: Drayton Jackson** – The issue of Childcare for students is a concern. Due to this, Drayton sat on the ECAP board for early learning. The Atlanta trip went well and has shaped his life path. There was a lot of great knowledge that he feels he can bring to the students. He wants to put on our budget for the students of Color conference to have OC attendees for many years to come. The Student of Color conference is open to all ethnic groups. He is currently building a folder of conferences that students should attend in further years. He has been working with volleyball games. Halftime shows are starting to catch on. We need to push students to attend these games to build moral.

o **ASOC Executive Vice President: Nic Shakley** – The days for the Bremerton Leadership discussion has finally been pinned down. Nic has been working on the presentation for this month as well as navigating how to build event folders in a cohesive format. They have been trying to build lists from the other handbooks that have been edited so important information gets into OrgSync. All training material for Orgsync with the exception of the Budget management system, are still being developed.

o **ASOC Vice President of Student Life: L’Marie Davis** – They are working on clubs. Right now there are 19 charted clubs. It hasn’t been a good month for them and it has affected their work. They have been exploring many different locations for club fair. Since there’s a large number of clubs, finding space has proven to be difficult. They want to bring awareness of the clubs to the students so it has to be on-site.

o **ASOC Vice President of diversity and Equity: Christopher Longmire** -

o **ASOC Vice President of Finances and Operations: Stephen Lavoie** – From the last Executive Council Meeting, Stephen has been working on setting up the financial event with a Wells Fargo rep. He has already set up a time and has started an event folder for this purpose. The North/South conference room has been reserved and his plans involve having this event within the first month of the winter quarter.

o **ASOC Vice President of Public Relation: Anthony Miller** – Anthony has worked with Julie to set up a carpool template between campuses. He’s getting ready for the launch of this program. He helped with the setup of the OrgSync table the previous week. He is currently working with the Olympian and helping them adjust from their previous supervisor. So far it does not appear like any labor laws are being violated. Anthony’s eyes are also on a house that is set to be demolished along with other OC property with the hopes that it can be converted into a club space.
- **ASOC Vice President of Poulsbo: Allison Pace** –

- **ASOC Vice President of Shelton: Susan Ronald**- Since the last meeting, Susie has been taking a little bit of extra time for herself and for her homework. Beyond that, one of her big concerns is setting up Turkey baskets for the season. Phi Theta Kappa is not doing their annual turkey baskets this year and so because of that she wants to purchase enough to give away 25 baskets. Since she is worried about storing frozen turkeys, one of the options she considered is getting store certificates so people can pick up their own bird. Local VFWs tend to do holiday programs however the one is Shelton forgoes Thanksgiving so they have more funds for Christmas.

- **ASOC Advisor: Faviola Barbosa**- They have November 18\(^{th}\) reserved in a room with plenty of computers so we can work through the kinks in the budget management system. Currently Faviola is the acting advisor for the Olympian but because of some concerns, will leave the content of the paper to Anthony and Nic. November 17\(^{th}\) will be the college trip and the meeting time at the college has been moved from 6, to 5:30 am. Faviola is still looking for close to 10 more students for tenure committees. They would like to see a recruiting table arranged.

**C. Adjournment at 9:12 AM**